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“Reference librarians in
the nation’s public and
academic libraries answer more than seven
million questions weekly. Standing single file,
the line of questioners
would stretch from Boston to San Francisco.”
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information I could find. One
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article I read was a December

and San Lorenzo. Looking at
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authors give an overview of

branch is open that day, as is
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County, Georgia (three bond
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measures passed); and Marin
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County. Some of these, like the

was put before voters for ap-

Salinas and Marin County ones,

proval, and 87% of that sum, or

will restore or maintain hours

nearly $106.5 million found it.”

and services. Other measures,

But what impressed me

like the DeKalb ones, “will con-
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Another Library Journal

tant, if there will be more com-

piece is Anne Marie Gold’s

puters and more. It is a heartfelt
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approach to keeping the com-

erenda 2004” (March 15, 2004).

munity informed and involved,

Gold gives a general idea of the

and their success is a testament

different kinds of library ref-

to yet another community that

erenda – some for buildings

appreciates and values their
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She points out that, in general,
operations referenda were more
successful than building ones.
The dollar amounts she gives
for these are notable; as she
says, “A total of $122.6 million
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